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INTRODUCTION

This application note describes the general use of the
PIC12F635/PIC16F636/PIC16F639 Cryptographic
module. Technical Brief TB076, “Using the KEELOQ®

Compatible Cryptographical Module” (DS91076) and
the corresponding KEELOQ® Encoder License
Agreement are needed to use the Cryptographic
module.

Obtaining TB076 requires the completion of a licensing
agreement that must be obtained through the Microchip
Technology Inc. web site (www.microchip.com) and
approved by the Microchip Technology Inc. Legal
Department. The agreement form is located under the
KEELOQ® Authentication Products section of our web
site (www.microchip.com/keeloq). 

Technical Brief TB076 describes how to implement
cryptography on these products using the hardware
peripheral. The Cryptographic module is capable of
handling KEELOQ® compatible encoding/decoding, as
well as application specific encoding/decoding.

After receiving approval by the Microchip Technology
Legal Department, customers will receive Application
Note AN249, “KEELOQ® Transmitter Shell Using the
PIC12F6XX” (DS00249) as well as the TB076 Technical
Brief on a CD ROM. Additionally, the disk includes
firmware implementations of the KEELOQ encryption
algorithm for PIC12, PIC16 and PIC18 devices with
minor modifications, the algorithms for the PIC12 and
PIC16 devices can be adapted to the PIC10 series of
PICmicro® microcontrollers.

Additionally, firmware libraries for implementing
decoding routines on PICmicro microcontrollers are also
available by ordering the KEELOQ CD-ROM (DS40038).
Please contact your local Microchip Technology sales
office to order this CD-ROM.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC MODULE 
FEATURES

The PIC12F635/PIC16F636/PIC16F639 devices can
be used as encoders or decoders based on the
configuration settings of the peripheral. The
cryptographic peripheral only does the actual data
encryption and decryption. The peripheral requires that
the following internal RAM locations are initialized
before starting a KEELOQ compatible conversion:

1. Load a 64-bit encryption/decryption key into
KEY<7:0>. This is completed in two 32-bit steps
through the use of the CRCON and CRDAT<3:0>
registers.

2. Load the Iteration Counter (ICR). This is also
loaded through the CRCON and CRDAT0
register.

3. Load of the actual 32 bits of data using the
CRCON and CRDAT<3:0> registers.

FIGURE 1: CRYPTOGRAPHIC MODULE 

The conversion is then started by setting the GO/DONE
bit in CRCON register and waiting for it to be cleared by
the hardware. The peripheral can also generate an
interrupt if enabled, which can also be used to poll for the
end of the cryptographic process.

A main program in the C language will typically look like
Example 1.

EXAMPLE 1:

Note: If the PIC12F635/PIC16F636/PIC16F639
devices are designed into a system
without using the KEELOQ Compatible
Cryptographic module, then a licensing
agreement is not required.

Author: Ken Dietz
Microchip Technology Inc.
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void main(){
   .
   .
   .
Load_Encryption_Key()
Load_ICR()
Load_CSR()   
//Start conversion by setting GO/DONE bit
//Wait for interrupt or GO/DONE to be cleared
    .
    .
    .
}
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SUPPORTING FIRMWARE 
REQUIREMENTS

Encryption keys and serial numbers can be stored
either in program memory or in data memory, which is
up to the user to decide. The remaining code can be
customized to implement KEELOQ compatible decoders
and encoders as required by system specifications.
This includes, but is not limited to:

• Keeping track of the 16-bit synchronization 
counter; storing the counter in EEPROM, adding 
EEPROM write error recovery schemes, and 
incrementing the counter before transmitting any 
new data.

• Reading and debouncing button inputs.
• Controlling actual transmission output. 

(Transmissions need to be firmware controlled on 
any of the available I/O pins.)

• Monitoring the battery voltage (i.e., using PLVD) 
and generating user feedback (i.e., LEDs, 
successful transmission or reception, etc.).

• Loading the pertinent information into the Code 
Shift Register (CSR), such as the function code, 
discrimination bits, and the synchronization 
counter data.

The data format and the communications protocol must
also be customized by the end-user. Additionally, if end-
users want to implement a solution similar to an existing
KEELOQ device, such as any of the KEELOQ encoders,
but with more features, they should reference the
applicable KEELOQ device data sheet for information of
what to store in EEPROM, how to transmit the actual
data stream, how to setup the CSR registers, mapping
how to sample and map of the input buttons and any
outputs that exist.

As one can discern, the type of transmission can be
implemented in any manner that is appropriate to
system requirements such as Pulse Code Modulation
(i.e., PWM, VPWM, PPM, Manchester, etc.). Validation
and software testing are also left to customers, as is
generating their own SQTPSM data files. Microchip will
handle all customer projects as either a standard QTP
or SQTP (serialized) PICmicro microcontroller design
with the same development tools and production
support that are currently available.

CODE SPACE AND TIME RESOURCES

Since these PICmicro microcontrollers can implement
the KEELOQ algorithm in a hardware module, the actual
encoding and decoding process is typically 50 times
faster than completing the algorithm in firmware with a
processor running at the same speed (~500 μs vs.
~25 ms, with a 14-bit PICmicro microcontroller core
running at 4 MHz).

In terms of resource space, the encryption/decryption
routines typically utilize about 60 to 70 lines of code in a
PICmicro microcontroller and about 14 RAM locations.
All of these instructions and handling of volatile variables
are now handled within the hardware peripheral after it
is initialized, properly loaded and set into motion to
complete the encryption/decryption process.

CONCLUSION

This document describes the general use of the
Cryptographic module included on the PIC12F635/
PIC16F636/PIC16F639. Additionally, a general
description of the type of supporting firmware
designers can expect to implement to effectively use
the Cryptographic module was provided. An
explanation of the necessity and process of obtaining a
licensing agreement, the application note and technical
brief relating to this module was included.
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Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

• Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.

• Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the 
intended manner and under normal conditions.

• There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our 
knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data 
Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.

• Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.

• Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not 
mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our
products. Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts
allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act.
Information contained in this publication regarding device
applications and the like is provided only for your convenience
and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to
ensure that your application meets with your specifications.
MICROCHIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WAR-
RANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
WRITTEN OR ORAL, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE,
RELATED TO THE INFORMATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO ITS CONDITION, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PURPOSE.
Microchip disclaims all liability arising from this information and
its use. Use of Microchip’s products as critical components in
life support systems is not authorized except with express
written approval by Microchip. No licenses are conveyed,
implicitly or otherwise, under any Microchip intellectual property
rights.
© 2005 Microchip Technology Inc.
Trademarks

The Microchip name and logo, the Microchip logo, Accuron, 
dsPIC, KEELOQ, microID, MPLAB, PIC, PICmicro, PICSTART, 
PRO MATE, PowerSmart, rfPIC, and SmartShunt are 
registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated 
in the U.S.A. and other countries.

AmpLab, FilterLab, Migratable Memory, MXDEV, MXLAB, 
PICMASTER, SEEVAL, SmartSensor and The Embedded 
Control Solutions Company are registered trademarks of 
Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.

Analog-for-the-Digital Age, Application Maestro, dsPICDEM, 
dsPICDEM.net, dsPICworks, ECAN, ECONOMONITOR, 
FanSense, FlexROM, fuzzyLAB, In-Circuit Serial 
Programming, ICSP, ICEPIC, MPASM, MPLIB, MPLINK, 
MPSIM, PICkit, PICDEM, PICDEM.net, PICLAB, PICtail, 
PowerCal, PowerInfo, PowerMate, PowerTool, rfLAB, 
rfPICDEM, Select Mode, Smart Serial, SmartTel, Total 
Endurance and WiperLock are trademarks of Microchip 
Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries.

SQTP is a service mark of Microchip Technology Incorporated 
in the U.S.A.

All other trademarks mentioned herein are property of their 
respective companies.

© 2005, Microchip Technology Incorporated, Printed in the 
U.S.A., All Rights Reserved.
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Microchip received ISO/TS-16949:2002 quality system certification for 
its worldwide headquarters, design and wafer fabrication facilities in 
Chandler and Tempe, Arizona and Mountain View, California in 
October 2003. The Company’s quality system processes and 
procedures are for its PICmicro® 8-bit MCUs, KEELOQ® code hopping 
devices, Serial EEPROMs, microperipherals, nonvolatile memory and 
analog products. In addition, Microchip’s quality system for the design 
and manufacture of development systems is ISO 9001:2000 certified.
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